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Peppermint Innovation delivers highest-ever cash
receipts total during December 2019 quarter
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Peppermint Innovation Ltd (ASX:PIL) continued to deliver growth during the
December 2019 quarter with cash receipts up more than $500,000 to
$843,000, marking a 158% quarter-on-quarter increase.
It's bizmoto platform also performed well during the quarter with all key metrics
increasing, including the number of registered agents to 18,382 - an increase of
10%.
Other aspects including the number of funded wallets increased by a further
33% on the previous quarter and the number of downloads reaching 13,000.

Share Information

The bizmoGo project, which is focused on key population centres around the
Philippines, continues to generate strong interest from merchants and drivers in
all three areas - Cavite, Marikina/Antipolo and Fairview/Novaliches.

Website:

"Huge quarter to finish 2019"
Managing director and CEO Chris Kain said: "Peppermint recorded a huge
quarter to finish the 2019 calendar year with cash receipts up 158% on the
September quarter to $843,000, which is a $517,000 increase in cash receipts
from the September quarter ($326,000).
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"This result was the fifth consecutive quarter that Peppermint has delivered
double-digit revenue growth and was the highest ever quarterly performance.
"We achieved such an excellent result by increasing the operating scope of bizmoGo, continuing to develop an
engaged base on social media platforms and releasing updated App modules that catered to the requirements of our
customers.
"With the release of the bizmoGo and associated Merchant App, the ongoing development of the bizmoto digital wallet
and the significant upgrading of the bizmoTinda platform, our business development team is poised to go to market in
an aggressive way."
Ready for introduction of bizmoPay
Kain added Peppermint would be placing considerable effort into converting the backlog of prospective bizmoGo
merchants as well as on-boarding new products and services into bizmoTinda.
"We have lifted our key performance indicators across our portfolio of bizmoto services and with receipt of new equity
funds from the current capital raise program we will roll out our bizmoPay lending operations that are aimed at driving
the adoption of bizmoto services and the use of the bizmoto ecosystem.
"Our bizmoto service platform is ready for the introduction of our bizmoPay service which will provide microloans to
qualified bizmoto agents, registered network members, enterprise platform partners and qualified overseas foreign
workers."
Peppermint will be working closely with its auditor as well as the Australian Stock Exchange so that it can lift the trading
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suspension on company shares.
Kain said: "The current capital raise program will facilitate this process."
BizmoGo App module
A key goal of the quarter was to develop and release a bizmoGo app module for merchants to use for delivery
requisitions, automated cost estimates and real-time delivery tracking.
The introduction of the new module places the bizmoGo app on a par with competitive service providers (Grab Food
and Food Panda) and allows the company to compete on a cost advantage basis.
Considerable growth is forecast for this business unit in 2020.
At the end of December 2019, a total of 331 merchants were subscribed to the bizmoGo program and a further 2524
merchants have expressed strong interest in signing up for the bizmoGo service, in particular requesting the use of the
bizmoGo order app.
Sales personnel continue to deliver program orientation workshops to assist interested merchants with the initial use of
the bizmoGo app.
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No investment advice
Proactive Investors Australia Pty Ltd ACN 132 787 654 (the Company, we or us) provides you with access to the content set out above, including any news,
quotes, information, data, text, reports, ratings, opinions, images, photos, graphics, graphs, charts, animations and video (Content) and this website (the Site)
on the terms set out in this disclaimer, together with all other terms and conditions, disclaimers and other notices displayed elsewhere on this Site.
It is important for you to know that:
(a)none of the Content is, or is intended to be, general or personal advice
(b)the principal purpose of the Content is to provide factual information only and to comment on news;
(c)the Content does not contain or imply any recommendation or opinion intended to influence your financial decisions, including in respect of
any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction or investment strategy, and must not be relied upon by you as such;
(d)in providing you with the Content, we have not considered your objectives, financial situation or needs; and
(e)you should make your own enquiries and obtain your own independent advice prior to making any financial decisions.
The Content contains data (including but not limited to prices, statistics and calculated information) obtained from a variety of third party sources
(Third Party Data). The Company does not make any representation or warranty that any of the Content, including the Third Party Data, will be reliable,
accurate or complete. The Company disclaims all responsibility and liability arising in any way from any errors or omissions in the Content, including the Third
Party Data, including any loss you may incur in connection with any action or decision made by you in reliance upon the Content or Third Party Data.
In certain circumstances the Company, its related bodies corporate, or their affiliates, may have received, or be entitled to receive, financial or
other consideration in connection with providing information about certain entities on the Site, which may include the above Content.
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